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Abstract
When producing a stage show, whether on Broadway or the local playhouse, every
decision must be made with marketing in mind. Arranging television spots, designing flyers,
analyzing market research; promotion is only one area of marketing considerations. Theater is a
business. Artistic merit is important to consider, but no show will be made without a customer
value proposition in mind. Because of this, it is especially fortunate to be able to market a wideappeal musical that holds artistic merit. This creative project outlines the inner workings of the
Nebraska Repertory Theatre, including the production, casting, and promotion that went into its
Spring 2018 show Avenue Q. Contained in this creative project is the outline of the overall
business decisions necessary to produce any show, from the stages of the Johnny Carson School
of Theatre and Film to Broadway. In the forthcoming paper is a detailed look at our marketing
promotional events and activities, with additional photographs and other visual aids completed
for the campaign. This thesis presents a suitably raunchy marketing campaign necessary to
market Avenue Q while also outlining the process of producing a stage show.

Key Words: Avenue Q, Broadway, Entertainment, Nebraska Repertory Theatre, Production,
Theater Marketing
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Introduction
The Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of Avenue Q ran from March 2 to March
16. This show is a perfectly chaotic combination of Sesame Street and South Park; it features
raunchy humor, including but not limited to a graphic puppet sex scene, and songs such as “If
You Were Gay” and “The Internet is for Porn.” But behind the silly façade lies a tale of hope,
love, friendship, and existential crises. Avenue Q appeals to all who are looking forward to,
experiencing, or have gone through a quarter-life crisis. This Creative Project presents the
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s marketing strategies, along with larger-scale Broadway
promotions, to market Avenue Q to Lincoln audiences.
The Nebraska Repertory Theatre (often shortened to the “Nebraska Rep”) issued a photo
campaign in February 2018, and used social media to promote the photographs and the show.
Facebook statistics determined the success of these social media promotions. Because the
Nebraska Rep is a non-profit organization, extra considerations had to be taken when deciding
which photographs from the campaign would be appropriate for Facebook. Because the
Nebraska Rep has two primary demographics, university students age 18-25 and aging Lincoln
residents age 55 and up, there is less freedom allowed when advertising. Promotions must appeal
to both demographics, or failing that, appeal to one market without offending the other. This
presents an interesting dilemma when marketing Avenue Q, a show that has historically thrived
on offensiveness.
Avenue Q and the Business of Broadway
Avenue Q began Off-Broadway, on the stages of Vineyard Theatre in New York City
(Vineyard Theatre). Beginning away from glamorous Broadway stages is common with new
shows, as it saves costs by testing out a performance in a less expensive venue. Riskier shows
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receive the benefit of promoting positive word of mouth from a smaller stage, allowing
producers to test out reception and determine a show’s potential for mass audience appeal
(Mroczka, 2015). Avenue Q eventually transitioned to Broadway in 2003. The New York Times
described the show as “savvy, sassy and eminently likable,” and especially appealing to
millennials. Reviewer Ben Brantley explains that ''Avenue Q shimmeringly reflects the
sensibility of that demographic segment so coveted by television advertisers. For Broadway
producers, who count every head in their audiences that isn't gray as a bonus, Avenue Q qualifies
as a serious blessing.” (Brantley 2003).
Avenue Q was the perfect show to capture the ennui of 2003’s millennials, merging the
stage with television to grab that demographic’s attention. Anyone who grew up watching
Sesame Street knows the power of infectiously catchy songs. Avenue Q harnesses a 20something’s nostalgia, and a desire for the straightforward path promised to them by their
childhood television shows. Sesame Street is refitted into a grown-up comedy musical. “Bert and
Ernie” become “Rod and Nicky;” Nicky is a slob, and Rob is a closeted homosexual. “The
Cookie Monster” becomes “Trekkie Monster,” who’s traded out a cookie addiction for a porn
addiction. The characters “Lucy the Slut” and “Mrs. Thistletwat” are newcomers. Despite its
controversy, the strength of Avenue Q is its sincerity. There are no aside glances, no ironic
performances. The show is empathetic to the struggles of the millennials in the audience. The
show’s catchy songs and hilarious script are broad appeal. Avenue Q possesses great artistic
merit, which the Nebraska Rep recognized.
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The show’s relevance to university students made it an appealing choice for a
non-profit theater company based in the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Selecting the Shows
Marketing includes promotional events and budgets, but also concerns selecting the
shows and hiring the cast. Every decision relating to assembling the show must be made with
audience appeal in mind. The ultimate goal of producers and marketers is to create appealing,
marketable art. Large productions put more emphasis on marketability and profit, while smaller
productions may focus more on the artistic aspect of theater. The Nebraska Rep needs a baseline
level of financial success to fund future products, but unlike large-scale theatre companies, the
real goal of Nebraska Rep productions is to educate as well as entertain. Broadway producers
value ticket sales as the end goal, while the Nebraska Rep values individual audience feedback.
For shows looking to Broadway, profitability trumps artistic vision, even if artistic vision is
incredibly important. Well-crafted, intelligent shows are successful as long as the artistic vision
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is marketable. When taking the massive financial risk of moving a show to Broadway into
consideration, producers and marketers must put profitability first.
As the stage director of the Nebraska Repertory Theatre, Andrew Park chooses the
projects. He holds the artistic vision for what he wants the company to become in the future. He
works with publicists and marketers while also making marketing decisions himself. For the
Nebraska Rep, Park selects shows based on yearly, predetermined themes. The theme for the
Fall/Spring line-up was “classics retold,” and included Abigail 1702, a retelling of The Crucible,
and The Serpent, a retelling of the Book of Genesis. Avenue Q is a grown-up retelling of Sesame
Street.
Julie Hagemeier (2018), the Nebraska Rep’s General Manager, further illuminates the
decisions necessary to selecting which shows to perform. “Tickets sales determine financial
success and popularity, but you always look at the artistic quality of the play, especially at a nonprofit attached to a theatre school.” She asks questions such as, “was the experience of producing
the show valuable for the students and the student patrons? Did they enjoy and get something
from it? What was the take-away?” For the Nebraska Rep, 750+ theater students at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln are required to respond to these questions at the end of the
semester through a questionnaire. This is an advantage a non-profit associated with a university
possesses over a larger production. Broadway customers are not required to return any feedback
to the theater company. Larger theatrical productions can use published reviews to determine a
show’s reception, but these reviews may not always reflect audience reception.
The success of Nebraska Rep shows is also reflected in the success of the theater
company’s collaboration with the neighboring performing arts facility, the Lied Center for
Performing Arts. The Nebraska Rep partners with the Lied Center to bring these shows to the
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stage. The Nebraska Rep brings student patrons, and in return the company is able to use the
Lied Center’s venue, security staff, and ushers. The two companies also collaborate with
marketing each show. Advertising for Lied Center productions can be found in the Avenue Q
playbill. The Nebraska Rep remains the producers of their own performances, and must fund the
shows themselves, but Nebraska Rep shows are performed within the Lied Center, specifically in
the Johnny Carson Theater.
Both the Nebraska Rep and the Lied Center want to present valuable performances. “It’s
not all numbers, it’s a little more subjective,” says Julie (2018). We must find the balance
between choosing shows that are appealing and marketable, while also possessing artistic merit.
This is why Avenue Q was successful: it is an entertaining, broad appeal musical that has no
problem selling seats. Almost all nights the show was running for the Nebraska Rep were sold
out.
The Casting Process
Marketable shows require marketable performers. To find performers, the Nebraska Rep
hires actors through the Actors’ Equity Association. “To hire an equity actor, we are required to
hold auditions in at least one city that contains an equity office,” Julie Hagemeier explains
(Hagemeier, 2018). “The closest (city) is Chicago, so we always have auditions there. We also
spread out and went to the New York office... If we need someone with film-related experience,
L.A. is fine, but we usually do New York. In the past we’ve had auditions in Kansas City and
L.A, we didn’t ever get enough people from those cities to make traveling there worth our while.
People in Kansas City usually travel to Chicago for auditions” (2018). Auditions are advertised
in the Actors’ Equity Association offices. Theater companies must be extremely specific with
their audition information, specifying age, appearance, sex, and more. Artistic directors of
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theater companies keep note of actors they worked with in the past. These actors can then be
rehired for future shows. The more experienced an artistic director is, the greater the list. Often a
director already has a casting pool in mind going into a show. In the case of Avenue Q, equity
actors were flown in from New York and performed alongside students from the Johnny Carson
School of Theatre and Film.
The Nebraska Repertory Theatre Marketing Process
Nebraska Rep productions are listed in the Lied Center’s season brochure, and are
advertised on the website as well. Using a mailing list, the Nebraska Rep sends initial postcards
to consumers to gather interest in new shows. The Lied Center intern staff then distributes
posters around Lincoln, Nebraska. Poster distribution was utilized more heavily for Avenue Q
than previous shows. Routinely, the Nebraska Rep distributes 60 posters in locations such as the
Haymarket, strip malls, grocery stores, and more. In the case of Avenue Q, 200 posters were
distributed. Avenue Q is a “big name” musical, and it would be easier to gather an audience for
this show than more obscure productions. A unique, memorable show would attract patrons that
could continue to attend Nebraska Rep productions in the future.
Nebraska Rep productions are also advertised via print, television, radio, and online.
Advertisements are published in the quarterly publication Lincoln 55+, targeting older
consumers age 55 and up. The company budgets for three advertisements per show in the
Lincoln Journal Star, and rely on positive reviews from the newspaper to bolster sales as well.
The magazine Strictly Business caters primarily to Lincoln residents, and as Nebraska Rep is a
local theatre, shows are advertised there as well. Nebraska Rep advertisements are included in
the commercial schedule for local channels 10 and 11, and Hastings channel 4, utilizing 15second spots. Advertisements are shown on the Channel 10 website as well (Hagemeier, 2018).
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The Nebraska Rep works with Local X Marketing for the purpose of geomarketing and
search engine optimization. Advertisements are geomarketed to target consumers attending
theatre performances in Lincoln. Consumers see digital advertisements pop up on their mobile
devices. Local X Marketing also uses search engine optimization to place advertisements on
Youtube.
Originally the company had scheduled radio performances of Avenue Q musical numbers,
but because ticket sales were so high, attention was refocused radio advertising to the 18/19
performance season. Stations commonly used by the Neb Rep include: Nebraska Public Radio,
KFRX and KFOR belonging to Alpha Media, and B107.3.
Puppet Sightings Photo Opportunity
The primary promotion for Avenue Q was to stage a series of photographs featuring the
puppet props around downtown Lincoln, Nebraska. Although a professional photographer was
hired, through my role as the Marketing and Publicity Coordinator, I was in charge of staging the
photographs and choosing the locations. I chose locations based on popularity of nearby
landmarks, and relevance to Avenue Q’s primary audience. Because the majority of the attendees
would be university students, the primary focus was on
downtown Lincoln. We placed the puppets in humorous
positions and contexts, some raunchier than others.
Previous marketers have also used Avenue Q’s
quirky premise in its advertisements. Before the 2004
presidential election, puppets and performers took to
Times Square to act out “Avenue Q&A,” featuring Bush
and Kerry puppets (Guimarães). The promotion was
Modern	
  Avenue	
  Q	
  Off-‐Broadway	
  
promotion	
  (photo	
  credit:	
  
Entertainment	
  W eekly).	
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updated in 2016 to feature Clinton and Trump puppets holding a debate within the show’s
current Off-Broadway venue, “New World Stages” (Snetiker, 2016). Puppets have performed in
pride parades and parody performances all over the country. At one point the show even “joined
forces” with the classic Fiddler on the Roof (Gans, 2004). At the “World AIDS Day” benefit in
2005, the cast of both shows collaborated to perform “Avenue Jew.” Because the show itself is
risqué, advertisers are allowed more creativity.
When marketing a show like Avenue Q
to Lincoln audiences, however, it was
important to balance the amount of raunchiness
involved. A separate Avenue Q promotion by
the Nebraska Rep demonstrated this
controversy. The event was a musical
performance at the Lincoln cabaret bar
Figure 1: “Screamers” promotion (photo credit:
Andrew Park).

“Screamers” (Figure 1). The performance

included several adult-oriented songs from the show. Although director Andrew Park notified the
manager which songs would be performed, the cast members were shocked when the
microphones and lights simultaneously shut off during their rendition of “The Internet is for
Porn.” After this event, we chose to reign in a few photograph ideas (see Figure 2).
Locations were chosen due to student
familiarity, and included the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln campus, Memorial Stadium,
and the Sheldon Art Gallery. The photograph of
the protagonist, Princeton, holding up a diploma

Figure 2: Photograph deemed too raunchy (photo
credit: John Ficenec)
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would be relevant to graduating seniors attending the show. Other locations, such as a
gentleman’s club and a local bar, were chosen to attract controversy. We also staged a
photograph at the County/City Building knowing that the images would be promoted on their
Facebook page (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The County/City Building gave the Nebraska Rep permission to
“tag” them on their social media pages (photo credit: John Ficenec).

As previously mentioned, several we staged photographs that went unused in promotional
materials. Avenue Q is a show that pushes boundaries, but we did not want to alienate older,
more conservative audience members. We risked taking our raunchy advertising a step too far.
We considered all of those that follow the Nebraska Rep’s social media pages from before
Avenue Q was released. Audience members who enjoyed less raunchy shows might not
appreciate overtly sexual imagery on their Facebook feeds. The most sexually provocative
photograph posted on the Facebook page involved the character “Lucy the Slut” suggestively
draping herself across a statue of young Abraham Lincoln (Figure 4). The photograph was
tongue-in-cheek enough to avoid controversy.
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Figure 4: Suggestive photograph that was deemed acceptable for the
Nebraska Rep’s Facebook audience (photo credit: John Ficenec).

Social Media
Social media posts accompanied each of the photographs taken for the “Puppet
Sightings” photo opportunity. The most successful of all social media posts pertaining to Avenue
Q were photographs, including those from the Lincoln photography promotion (Figure 5). Other
popular photographs included “Meet the Cast” posts, which cast members promoted on their own
Facebook profile pages. The most successful of the Puppet Sightings photographs was the initial
post, which included the largest variety of photographs taken from the photo campaign (Figure
6). The post reached almost 2,000 Facebook users. The least popular posts were the simple posts
showing a single photograph, which included dialogue or lyrics from the show (Figure 7). Julie
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Hagemeier creating the “Meet the Cast” Facebook posts, which were often shared to the cast
member’s profile, elongating a post’s reach. Included in this creative project is a parody “Meet
the Cast” post regarding one of the Avenue Q puppets, “Lucy the Slut” (Figure 8). The post itself
contains numerous references to the show, such as dialogue and song lyrics. Longer posts usually
included Avenue Q-related references that anyone could understand, but would especially appeal
to those familiar with the show. See Appendix A for further social media posts from the Puppet
Sightings campaign. See Appendix B for more of the photographs themselves.

Figure 5: Photographs were the most popular type of post
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Figure 7: A simple Facebook picture post such as this one reached half as many customers.
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Figure 8: “Meet the Cast” posts parodied using Avenue Q puppets (Right post credit: Julie Hagemeier).

The final Avenue Q post reached over 1,000 Facebook users.
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Crowd Reaction
Most Avenue Q showings at the Johnny Carson Theater inspired robust laughter, and
absolute hoots and hollers. Audience reception was mostly positive, especially on the millennialoriented Facebook. However, several showings at the Johnny Carson Theater stage were
somewhat muted. Tuesday, March 6, was one of the several student and personnel-only
showings. These specific audience members were required by their introductory theater classes
to attend either of the student-only showings, one being the March 6 performance. The university
students were perplexed. It was clear this audience was not prepared for the extent of Avenue Q’s
“uniqueness.” Avenue Q’s story is relevant to university students, as the protagonist “Princeton”
is a recent college graduate in crisis. But the raunchy humor combined with the childish puppet
designs may have been too surprising for audience members unaware of the nature of the show.
This further supported the earlier decision to refrain from posting more risqué Avenue Q
pictures on social media. There was a fear that raunchier promotional tactics would alienate
older, age 55+ audience members. Surprisingly, it was young university students that were
uncomfortable with the show’s subject matter, at least according to observational research. Nonstudent showings experienced an extremely positive reception. Customers who are unaware of
the show may be less receptive to raunchy advertising, no matter the age group. Those who are
knowledgeable about this show are more likely to appreciate it.
Conclusion
When stepping into the role of Marketing and Publicity Coordinator for the Nebraska
Repertory Theatre, I knew that all of the marketing processes were already in place. The
Nebraska Rep has an established philosophy, and makes all business decisions with that
philosophy in mind. The company’s collaboration with the Lied Center of Performing Arts gave
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it additional reach with its mailing list, intern staff, and before-show advertising. The Nebraska
Rep also had pre-existing relationships with local news and radio stations. It was my task as
marketing coordinator to handle the photography campaign and social media, taking inspiration
from earlier examples of marketing from the original Broadway show. It was necessary to
balance the raunchy humor of the show between the two target demographics of age 18-25
students, and 55+ Lincoln residents. And interestingly, both demographics had potential to be
weary of this risqué show. There is a fine, fine line between humorous and inappropriate.
Holding back from more explicit ideas while staying true to the message and tone of the show
proved possible. The Nebraska Repertory Theatre chose Avenue Q for its artistic merit, instead of
its controversial aspects. The show ended up selling out most nights, and provided both relevant
and humorous messages for all those who attended.
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Appendix A
As the Marketing and Publicity Coordinator for the Nebraska Repertory Theatre, I used
social media to promote Avenue Q and establish the show as a must-see. Presented here are
further examples of these Facebook posts.
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Appendix B
Included below are further photographs from the Puppet Sightings advertising campaign.
Photographs taken by John Ficenec, and staged by Bridget Fleischer in collaboration with John
Ficenec.
Memorial Stadium
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Nebraska State Capitol Building

Note: the photograph on the right was an experimental, raunchy pose that was deemed too risqué for social media.
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Foxy Gentleman’s Club

Note: We originally planned on staging photographs inside, but a fight was breaking out in the building that day so
we remained outside for safety.
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Barrymore’s Bar

Alcohol consumption was a plot point in the show, so we included pictures from a bar. The images also match the
show’s sardonic tone.

